YOUR EXPERTS

IMPROVE, THE first European platform fully dedicated to the valorization of innovative proteins.

IAR, your market research and consultancy dedicated to the bioeconomy for nearly 15 years: food, feed, chemistry, biotech, agriculture, bioenergy, materials.

www.iar-pole.com
www.improve-innov.com

@PoleIAR
@ImproveInnov

IAR – The French Bioeconomy Cluster
SAS IMPROVE

Louis TIERS
tiers@iar-pole.com
+33 6 16 11 82 16

SUBSCRIBE NOW:

INNOVATIVE PROTEINS

MONITORING SOLUTION

Your monitoring solution dedicated to innovative proteins

#plant-based
#algae
#insects
#single-cell
#cultured-meat
MASTER YOUR BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT

- Learn about new applications
- Follow regulatory issues
- Identify business opportunity
- Find out the right technology

A UNIQUE AND PERSONALISED ONLINE MONITORING SOLUTION
Where, when and how you want it!

- ONLINE PLATFORM
- 4,000+ PIECES OF INFORMATION
- EMAIL ALERTS

SCOPE OF MONITORING

ENTIRE VALUE CHAIN
From feedstock to consumers

ALL SOURCES
Plant-based, insects, algae, yeasts, mushrooms...

ALL MARKETS
Food and feed, non-food applications (polymers, cosmetics, health...)

ALL PROCESSES
Pre-treatment, dry/wet fractionation, functionalization...

EVERY MONTH

80+
NEWS
Companies and start-up activities, regulatory and scientific issues, fundraising, partnerships...

40+
PATENTS AND R&D PROJECTS
New protein sources, new applications, new technologies...

30+
REPORTS
Key figures and market data, regulations, scientific reviews...

THEY TRUST US
50+ loyal subscribers!

The proteins newsletter is a time saver! In a few pages, it gives you a broad spectrum of the sector, while being easy to read and access.

Julie ANTHONI Ph.D, Head of the Fractionation-Purification Department, ARD

The proteins newsletter is particularly useful for all technical and commercial teams of the group involved in the protein business. It is very robust thanks to the extent and depth of its perimeter. Without a doubt, an excellent lookout.

Amandine PEREZ, Head of the Innovation Performance Service, Avril Group